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ABSTRACT: Biological or artificial microswimmers move performing trajectories of different kinds such as rectilinear, circular, or spiral ones. Here, we report on circular trajectories observed for active Janus colloids trapped at the air–water interface. Circular motion is due to asymmetric and nonuniform surface properties of the particles caused by fabrication. Motion persistence is enhanced by the partial wetted state of the Janus colloids actively moving in two dimensions at the air–water interface. The slowing down of in plane and out of plane rotational diffusions is described and discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Microswimmers (biological or artificial active particles) often move in confined geometries such as close to surfaces, membranes or inside a compartment.1,2 Motion trajectory results from the shape of the particle, the propulsion mechanism, and the confinement.2,3 Recently, artificial active particles confined close to a solid wall or trapped at air–liquid or liquid–liquid interfaces have been investigated.4–7 In these confinement geometries, the motion becomes purely two dimensional.7 The most popular class of artificial active particles investigated so far is Janus colloids.3,8 Such particles are made of two distinct regions with quite different properties. The regional disparity in surface properties implemented in Janus colloids may concern shape, surface charge, roughness, or chemical activity.9 The large choice in the design of Janus colloids opened new routes in many fields including self assembly10 and wetting,11 and in the field of micromachines, which are systems able to perform specific tasks such as transporting cargos or cleaning water.12

A striking property of Janus colloids consists of their ability to move autonomously and explore defined regions of space.13,14 The autonomous motion of Janus colloids is usually implemented by coating one particle region with a nanometric platinum layer, which transforms the chemical fuel H2O2 added in the environment into water and oxygen, and gives rise to a self phoretic propulsion of the colloid.15,16 Roughness, shape, and area of the platinum coating are important parameters which not only strongly affect the propulsion velocity but can also lead to an angular velocity ω of the colloid even if the original particle shape is spherical.17

In a recent paper, Archer et al. were able to control the rotational propulsion of spherical Janus colloids in the bulk.20 Such Janus colloids were fabricated by a glancing angle deposition technique.21 Changing the glancing angle of the platinum metal evaporation leads to asymmetric shapes of the coating with different covered areas. At normal glancing angle (Θ = 90°), a certain variability 0 < ω/rad.s⁻¹ < 2 of the angular velocity was observed in the bulk. By reducing the glancing angle to Θ = 20°, ω increases up to 18 rad.s⁻¹ and the projected trajectories observed were essentially circular. Note that similar circular or spiral trajectories were observed previously for strongly asymmetric particles or for spherical light adsorbing particles under optical fields.1,2,3

Roughness, shape, and area of the platinum coating also affect the wetting properties of Janus colloids trapped at an air–water interface, as we have recently shown for the Brownian and active motion of platinum–silica Janus colloids confined at the surface of water.4,27 Their active motion was mostly characterized by rectilinear trajectories with a motion persistence significantly enhanced when compared to the active motion in bulk.4 The impact of the wetting dynamic on the rotational Brownian motion of Janus particles was also discussed recently by us.27 The severe slowing down of the rotational diffusion about an axis perpendicular to the interface normal D⊥⊥, which is characteristic of partial wetting, contributes to the enhancement in the motion persistence.4,27

In this article, we focus on the rotational active motion and rotational diffusion D∥∥ about an axis parallel to the interfacial normal. As already observed in the bulk,1,5,20 a variability in the fabrication of spherical Janus particle can lead to a persistent angular velocity. Here, by analyzing in great detail the active rotation of Janus colloids at the air–water interface, we were able to evaluate both the contributions of the random and the active motion to the in plane orientation dynamics of the Janus colloids.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The Janus colloids used in this paper are spherical silica beads (SiO2, purchased from Microparticles GmbH, radius R = 1.06 ± 0.03 μm) half coated by a platinum layer. They have been prepared according to
the method described by Love et al., with some modifications. Particle fabrication and characterization were already described in our previous articles. Briefly, we start by preparing a monolayer of silica beads. Then, using a plasma bombarded metal sputtering (Alcatel SCM 400 system), first 10 nm of titanium and then 20 nm platinum are coated onto the top of silica bead surfaces. Such Pt coated silica particles present variability in the coating structure, which is intrinsic to the fabrication protocol. The Janus boundaries show some "linear" or "wavy" shapes (see Figure 1), and the Pt layer presents roughness at a characteristic length scale of about 10 nm, which corresponds to the height and the lateral dimension of the platinum patches. Janus boundaries may also present larger defects as shown in Figure 1B. In order to investigate the motion of Janus colloids at the surface of water, a water suspension of particles was sprayed onto a bare water surface. The motion of isolated Janus colloids at the surface of water and in the water bulk were both tracked by CCD camera equipped microscopes, and then the videos were analyzed using the Labview Stat Tracker St. Andrews software to obtain the corresponding trajectories of particles [time \( t \) (s), \( x \) (\( \mu \)m), \( y \) (\( \mu \)m)] where the \( x \) and \( y \) axes define the horizontal planes in the fixed laboratory coordinate system. The Pt coated areas of particles tracked could also be distinguished from the bare silica surfaces after treating the videos by imputing thresholds to the raw images using the commercial software IDL v 5.4.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Catalytic Janus colloids were irreversibly attached onto the air–water interface, with a contact angle \( \alpha \) of about 57°: the advancing contact angle \( \alpha_a = 64 \pm 2° \) was measured by a gel trapping method and receding contact angle \( \alpha_r = 50 \pm 6° \) by optical microscopy. These particles perform autonomous active motion in the presence of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \). Recently, we reported on the active motion of Janus colloids at the air–water interface showing rectilinear like trajectories with an enhanced persistence length when compared to the trajectories observed in bulk.

In the following, we describe motion features of active circular like trajectories, which are related to the nonideal properties of Janus particles. Two quite different aspects of how surface imperfections affect the particle motion are also discussed. The first one concerns rotational motion due to static inhomogeneities of the particle surface, and the second one concerns velocity fluctuations due to jumps of the contact line between metastable pinning states.

**Circular Trajectories at the Surface of Water and in Bulk.** In this paper, we report some experiments showing...
circular trajectories at the air–water interface (see Figure 2A). Using the quantitative but arbitrary criteria discussed in the next paragraph, we found that these trajectories represent 28% of the active trajectories observed at the air–water interface. Circular trajectories were also observed in the bulk far from the solid interface of the bottom of the container (see Figure 2B). Hence, the circular particle motion can be safely attributed to the particle fabrication which can cause a break of symmetry in the particle geometry. We could attempt to compare particle surface defects observed in SEM images with the kind of trajectories observed, i.e., circular or rectilinear. About 40% of the particles show either wavy Janus boundaries (Figure 1A) or some asymmetric platinum coating (Figure 1B). However, this comparison should be considered only qualitative since it is difficult to establish quantitative criteria on the critical size or shape of the surface defects which would lead to a break of symmetry in the particle geometry and to the observation of circular motion.

As shown in the next section, we calculated the propulsion speed $V$ and angular velocity $\omega$ for each trajectory. Arbitrarily, we choose the criterion $V/\omega < 25 \mu m$ to distinguish between circular trajectories and rectilinear trajectories.\(^4\) For $V/\omega < 25 \mu m$, circular trajectories are easy to identify, as shown in Figure 2. When the propulsion speed $V$ is high or the angular frequency is low and $V/\omega > 25 \mu m$, it is difficult to evaluate $\omega$. In Figure 3, we show the distribution of $V/\omega$ for the experiments at the air–water interface described in this paper. $V/\omega$ distribution shows the highest values between 3 and 9 $\mu m$, which can be related to the radius of curvature of the trajectories observed in Figure 2. At the air–water interface, in the experimental time window of 20 s and for each measurement, the rotation direction of the trajectory always remains the same. We observed both clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) rotation in all the different experiments and for different beads. Note, however, that for each trajectory, we never observed a switch of the rotation direction during the experiment. In the bulk far from the solid interface, in contrast, we observed that the rotational direction of the projected three dimensional trajectories can switch during the active motion (see Figure 2).

Ideally symmetrical and spherical Janus colloids are expected to move actively along a straight line, because of the symmetry plane formed by its axis and the $z$ axis (see Figure 4A). For nonideal Janus colloids as in Figure 4b, however, this symmetry is broken by the nonuniform surface properties. As a consequence, besides the linear propulsion velocity $V$, there is a finite angular velocity $\omega$ about the $z$ axis (see Figure 4B).\(^2\) At the interface, the rotation of a Janus colloid about an axis in the interfacial plane ($x$ or $y$ axis) involves a relative motion between the liquid and the solid surface of the colloid as in partial wetting of drops on planar surfaces (see Figure 4A). Upon an out of plane rotation at the interface, the dry region of the colloid surface will wet and the wetted region will dewet. These phenomena involve high dissipations and a characteristic friction related to contact line motion over surface defects. Recently, we have shown that the characteristic time of the out of plane rotational motion could be as high as $1/D_{r,\perp} = 152 s \gg 1/D_{r,\text{bulk}}$.\(^27\) Hence the absence of switching between rotation directions at the interface shown in Figure 2 is a clear manifestation of the severe slowing down of the out of plane rotational diffusion $D_{r,\perp}$, which prevents the rotation of the colloid about the motion direction axis.

**Figure 4.** Sketches: (A) Side view of an ideal Janus colloid attached onto a gas–liquid interface with a contact angle $\alpha$. (B) Top view of an ideal and nonideal Janus colloid and related effective linear propulsion speed $V$ and angular velocity $\omega$.

**Figure 3.** Distribution of the experiments showing circular trajectories characterized by the ratio between the linear propulsion velocity and the angular velocity, i.e., $V/\omega$.
in order to find the in plane rotational diffusion coefficient \( D_{\parallel} \)
and the absolute value of the angular velocity modulus \( \omega \).

Equation 1 was obtained from a two dimensional Langevin
description of the active motion where the propulsion velocity,
angular velocity, and rotational diffusion are assumed to be
constants and decoupled from each other.\(^{31}\)

Note that MSAD is linear with the lag time for passive
Brownian particles. At short times, one sees the contributions
of the linear and quadratic terms for active colloids and MSAD
data deviates from a purely quadratic form as shown in Figure
6B. \( D_{\parallel} \) and the calculated bulk rotational diffusion coefficient
\( D_{\parallel,\text{bulk}} = \frac{kT}{8\pi\eta R^2} \) (where \( kT \) is the thermal energy,
\( \eta \) is the fluid viscosity, and \( R \) is the particle radius) as a function of the
angular velocity are plotted in Figure 7. We also did some
measurements in the absence of H\(_2\)O\(_2\) fuel where we observed
simple Brownian motion (\( \omega = 0 \)). For \( \omega < 1.5 \text{ rad.s}^{-1} \), \( D_{\parallel} \) is
lower than the bulk diffusion coefficient by a factor 2 to 5. For
\( \omega > 1.5 \text{ rad.s}^{-1} \), \( D_{\parallel} \) increases and becomes about 1.5x \( D_{\parallel,\text{bulk}} \).

Note that for ideal spherical bare particles half immersed in a
liquid (and half in air), the expected in plane rotational
diffusion coefficient is \( D_{\parallel} = 2D_{\parallel,\text{bulk}} \) in no slip conditions,
assuming a flat fluid interface and no effect of the three phase
contact line fluctuations.\(^{22}\) The slowing down of the rotational
diffusion for passive Janus particles (\( \omega = 0 \)) agrees with
measurements recently done on low aspect ratio ellipsoidal particles.\(^{33,34}\)

More detailed results on passive Janus particles will be given in a forthcoming paper in which the effect of
partial wetting on the rotational and translational motion will be described.

Complementary to the image analysis, we also studied the trajectories of the active particles and calculated the discrete
velocity \( v \), which has two components in the \( x \) and \( y \) laboratory
axis, and modulus \(|v| = \sqrt{v_x^2 + v_y^2} \), where \( v_x(t) = \frac{x(t + \Delta t)_i - x(t)}{\Delta t} \)
and \( v_y(t) = \frac{y(t + \Delta t)_i - y(t)}{\Delta t} \) and \( \Delta t_i = 1/30 \text{ s} \) is the lowest time
interval dictated by our CCD camera.

Discrete velocity autocorrelation functions \( \langle v(t + \Delta t)v(t) \rangle = \langle v_x(t + \Delta t)v_x(t) \rangle + \langle v_y(t + \Delta t)v_y(t) \rangle \) for different angular velocities \( \omega \) are plotted in Figure 8.

In a purely two dimensional system, for active colloids showing both a propulsion velocity \( v \) and an angular velocity modulus \( \omega \), the autocorrelation function of the instantaneous velocity \( v \) reads:\(^{31}\)

\[
\langle v(t + \Delta t)v(t) \rangle = 4D_{\parallel,2D}\delta(\Delta t) + V^2\cos(\omega \Delta t) \\
\exp(-D_{\parallel,2D}\Delta t)
\]

(2)

\[
\langle \delta v(t + \Delta t)v(t) \rangle = 4D_{\parallel,2D}\delta(\Delta t) + V^2\cos(\Delta t) \\
\exp(-D_{\parallel,2D}\Delta t)
\]

(2)
Figure 8. Velocity autocorrelation function \( \langle \mathbf{v}(t + \Delta t) \cdot \mathbf{v}(t) \rangle \) as a function of the lag time \( \Delta t \) for the same particles shown in Figure 6. \( \omega \) in the legend are the average values obtained from MSAD analysis. Solid lines are the fits to the data points using eq 4.

where \( \delta(\Delta t) \) is the Dirac distribution. The first term is related to the 2D translational Brownian diffusion that is present for both passive and active colloids. The second term accounts for the active motion and the change of motion persistence due to the Brownian rotation.

Given the severe slowing down of out of plane rotation, such an equation should still hold in our system with \( D_{\text{3D}} = D_i \) (the translational diffusion coefficient at the interface of our system) and \( D_{\text{2D}} = D_{\text{ii}} \) already introduced. Hence, we used eq 2 to extract the velocities and diffusions from our experimental data (Figure 8).

First, note that for passive colloids \( (V = 0) \), the diffusion coefficient \( D_i \) can be extracted from the particle discrete velocity autocorrelation function at \( \Delta t = 0 \) s, since

\[
\nu^2 = \Delta \nu^2/\Delta t_i^2 = 4D_i/\Delta t_i
\]  
(3)

In Figure 8, for both passive and active measurements at the air–water interface, discrete autocorrelation functions show a clear step between \( \Delta t = 0 \) and \( \Delta t = \Delta t_i = 1/30 \) s, which is connected to the first term of eq 2 and eq 3. For passive measurements, the autocorrelation drops to zero, since \( \langle \mathbf{v}(t + \Delta t) \cdot \mathbf{v}(t) \rangle = 0 \) for \( \Delta t > \Delta t_i \). In the case of active colloids, at \( \Delta t_i \) the autocorrelation does not drop to zero but instead gives the square of the propulsion speed, \( \langle \mathbf{v}(t + \Delta t) \cdot \mathbf{v}(t) \rangle \approx V^2 \). Since \( \langle \mathbf{v}(t) \cdot \mathbf{v}(t) \rangle = 4D_i/\Delta t_i + V^2 \), \( D_i \) can be obtained from \( D_i \approx 1/4[\langle \mathbf{v}(t) \cdot \mathbf{v}(t) \rangle - \langle \mathbf{v}(t + \Delta t_i) \cdot \mathbf{v}(t) \rangle] \Delta t_i \) (\( D_i \) could be alternately measured by fitting mean squared displacement MSD data in the short time limit, MSD = \( 4D_i \Delta t + V^2 \Delta t^2 \). Both methods provide very similar \( D_i \) within about 6% difference). In Figure 9, we plot the ratio between \( D_i \) and the calculated diffusion coefficient in the bulk \( D_{\text{bulk}} = kT/6\pi aR \) as a function of the angular velocity modulus. The ratio \( D_i/D_{\text{bulk}} \) holds approximately constant in the \( \omega \) range where \( D_i \) increases (see Figure 7). The values obtained here agree with the results reported by Boniello et al. for passive bare colloids.33,34

Data shown in Figure 8 were fitted using the second term of eq 2 adding a term accounting for a constant drift velocity \( V_d \).

Note that drift is ubiquitous in diffusion experiments, in particular, at the interface due to advection flows.

\[
\langle \mathbf{v}(t + \Delta t) \cdot \mathbf{v}(t) \rangle = V^2 \cos(\omega \Delta t) \exp(-D_{\|} \Delta t) + V_d^2
\]  
(4)

for \( \Delta t > \Delta t_i \). The expected autocorrelation function is therefore an oscillating cosine function damped by the exp\((-D_{\|} \Delta t)\) term, which fits the data shown in Figure 8 in an excellent way.

In the presence of an oscillating function, one could clearly distinguish between \( V \) and \( V_d \) with \( V_d^2 \) being the mean value around which the velocity autocorrelation function oscillates. Values of the drift velocities measured here are comparable to the drifts previously reported for bare particles at different \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) concentrations.4 \( V_d = 1 \pm 1 \, \mu\text{m/s} \) for \([\text{H}_2\text{O}_2]_V = 1\%\), \( V_d = 2 \pm 2 \, \mu\text{m/s} \) for \([\text{H}_2\text{O}_2]_V = 2\%\), \( V_d = 1 \pm 1 \, \mu\text{m/s} \) for \([\text{H}_2\text{O}_2]_V = 3\%\), and \( V_d = 3 \pm 3 \, \mu\text{m/s} \) for \([\text{H}_2\text{O}_2]_V = 5\% \) (see Figure 2).

Note that in the lag time window where data can be safely fitted \((\Delta t < 5 \, s)\) due to the measurement statistics, it is not possible to observe a clear damping of \( \langle \mathbf{v}(t + \Delta t) \cdot \mathbf{v}(t) \rangle \). Thus, these data cannot generally be used to measure \( D_{\|} \).

A good agreement is also found between the angular velocity \( \omega \) shown in Figure 7 obtained by the MSAD analysis (orientation angle \( \varphi \) obtained by image processing, Figure 5) and \( \omega \) shown in Figure 9 by the velocity autocorrelation function.

In order to confirm the results obtained above, we analyzed all experiments showing circular trajectories even if the image quality was not high enough to find the orientation angle (see Figure 5). From the velocity autocorrelation functions, we obtained \( D_i, V, \) and \( \omega \) for different particles at the air–water interface for different \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) concentrations. In Figure 9, we plot

Figure 9. (A) Measurements of translational diffusion coefficients at the air–water interface divided by the calculated bulk diffusion coefficient and (B) propulsion velocity as a function of the angular velocity. Solid symbols correspond to the experiments shown in Figure 7. Open symbols correspond to all experiments showing circular trajectories where the orientation angle could be not evaluated.
the data of particles with known orientation angle (full symbols) and those where the angle could not be determined (open symbols), the two sets show the same behavior.

**Surface Inhomogeneities—Fluctuations of \( V \) and \( \omega \).**

The metal cap of Janus colloids is not a perfect hemisphere. Both its shape and its thickness show quite significant inhomogeneities, as illustrated in Figure 1. In addition, the chemical properties of both the silica and metal surfaces are not uniform but may vary from one spot to another. As a consequence, the catalytic activity and the interaction of the solute with the surfaces show inhomogeneities.

Here we discuss the distribution of the linear and angular velocities observed in Figure 9B. For a platinum coated Janus particle, the metal cap triggers chemical reactions which result in a nonuniform concentration \( c \) of some molecular solutes (peroxide, oxygen, or some intermediate complex) which, in turn, gives rise to a slip velocity

\[
v_s = \mu \nabla c
\]

(5)

where the mobility \( \mu \) depends on the solute—surface interactions.

The slip velocity induces a complex flow profile in the particle’s vicinity, and the corresponding viscous stresses at its surface determine the particle’s self-propulsion. For bulk particles, the stress integral is readily rewritten in terms of the surface averaged slip velocity. Since there is no such relation for interface particles, we adapt the well-known expressions for bulk particles, and thus write for the linear velocity

\[
V = -\oint \frac{dS}{S_0} (1 - nn) \cdot v_s
\]

(6)

where \( n \) is the interface normal and \( S_0 \) the immersed fraction of the particle surface. The rotational motion about the \( z \) axis is determined by the projected angular velocity vector

\[
\omega = -\frac{3}{2R} \oint \frac{dS}{S_0} nn \cdot (n_p \times v_s)
\]

(7)

with \( n_p \) the normal on the particle surface. These equations are exact for a half immersed particle with its axis parallel to the interface. In the general case, the relations between slip velocity and particle motion are much more complex. In the following we assume that eqs 6 and 7 provide an approximate expression for the particle’s linear and angular velocity.

The slip velocity field of an ideal Janus particle, \( v_s = v_0^0 \) (where \( t_1 \) is a unit tangent vector on the particle) is symmetric with respect to the direction of motion; the particle then moves along a rectilinear trajectory with constant linear velocity and zero angular velocity. This behavior has indeed been observed at the air—water interface and described by Wang et al., and represents 72% of the entire active trajectories observed.

Some particles, however, show surface roughness, and the chemical activity and surface properties show significant deviations from the axisymmetric situation. As an obvious source we mention the inhomogeneous platinum cap illustrated in Figure 4, which results in a local change of the concentration profile \( c(r) \). On the other hand, nonuniform chemical properties of the surfaces may also modify the mobility \( \mu \) in eq 5.

Thus, we write the slip velocity in the form

\[
v_s = v_0^0 [t_1 + c_i t_i + c_2 t_2]
\]

(8)

where \( v_0^0 \) is the slip velocity of an ideal particle, \( t_1 \) the unit tangent vector at the particle surface defined by the direction of the slip velocity \( v_0^0 \), and \( t_2 \) the second unit tangent vector, perpendicular to \( t_1 \). The additional terms arise from surface inhomogeneities, with position dependent factors \( c_i(r) \) for the two tangent directions. Due to the individual variability, eqs 6 and 7 take finite values which are characteristic for the surface properties of each particle.

The statistical distribution of \( V \) and \( \omega \) is determined by the statistical properties of the factor \( c_i(r) \). In the following, the mean velocity over an ensemble of particles is denoted \( V \), and the root mean square deviation \( \Delta V \). Regarding the angular velocity, we consider its vertical component \( \omega \) only, which accounts for rotations about the interface normal. Its mean value vanishes, \( \bar{\omega} = 0 \), such that its variance is identical to the second moment \( \Delta \omega^2 = \bar{\omega^2} \). Assuming that the \( c_i(r) \) show the same statistical properties with zero mean, \( \bar{\omega} = 0 \), and a mean square \( \bar{\omega^2} \propto \bar{c_i^2} \) given by the characteristic amplitude \( c_i \), we find for the mean square deviation of linear and angular velocities,

\[
\Delta V = \sqrt{14 \frac{c_i v_0}{15}} \quad \Delta \omega = \sqrt{9 \frac{c_i v_0}{10 R}}
\]

(9)

Here we have assumed that the prefactor of the slip velocity varies with the polar angle \( \theta \) with respect to the particle axis, \( v_0^0 = v_0 \sin \theta \), like for a bulk particle; no such assumption is made concerning its direction \( t_1 \), which may be significantly modified by the presence of the liquid interface. Note that eq 9 is independent of the orientation angle of the particle axis; we have discarded a weak dependence on the contact angle. In the framework of this model, the deviations \( \Delta V \) and \( \Delta \omega \) are determined by the scale of the slip velocity \( v_0 \) and the parameter \( c_i \) that provides a measure for the nonuniform surface properties.

In Figure 10, we show, for each value of peroxide concentration, measured values of \( V \) and \( \Delta V \), and the corresponding quantities of the vertical component of the angular velocity \( \omega \). Remarkably, the standard deviation \( \Delta V \) is close to \( R \Delta \omega \), where \( R \) is the particle radius and \( \Delta \omega \) the root mean square of the angular velocity. Indeed, with the particle
radius \( R = 1.06 \ \mu m \) one finds that the above theoretical expressions satisfy the relation
\[
\frac{\Delta V}{R \Delta \omega} \approx 1
\] (10)
which agrees rather well with the measured values.

The main assumptions of our model (eq 8) are that the deviations of the slip velocity are short range and isotropic. The agreement of eq 10 with the experiment suggests that these assumptions are justified. In physical terms, this means that parallel and perpendicular fluctuations, as expressed by \( \epsilon_1 \) and \( \epsilon_2 \), have similar statistical properties. In other words, the nonuniform surface properties result in a random contribution to the slip velocity which is isotropic.

Within our model, the deviations \( V - V \) and \( \omega - \omega \) are uncorrelated, since their sign and magnitude are determined by different modes of the inhomogeneous surface properties; the data of Figure 9B agree qualitatively with this statement.

From the model (eq 8) one would expect that the inhomogeneity parameter \( \epsilon \) is independent of the activity. The experimental data for \( c = 1\%, 2\%, 3\%, 5\% \) result in the values \( \epsilon = 0.15, 0.2, 0.19, 0.15 \), which at least qualitatively agree with what is expected from theory. Together with Figure 10, these numbers suggest that our simple model grasps the main features of the nonuniform surface properties of real Janus particles. These results provide evidence that each particle shows a slightly different asymmetry. These differences in the fabrication produce velocities \( V \) and \( \omega \) which are only weakly correlated but which show similar mean square deviations. Moreover, coating thickness and shape seem to have an impact on the velocities comparable to the impact of the \( H_2O_2 \) concentration.19,20

The above relations 5–7 would suggest that both \( V \) and \( \omega \) increase linearly with the \( H_2O_2 \) fuel concentration. For the velocity \( V \), this behavior was indeed observed previously.6 The present study, on the contrary, reveals quite a different behavior: data of Figure 10 increase only weakly at the lowest concentrations and are roughly constant at higher fuel concentration. The three quantities \( V, \Delta V, \Delta \omega \) show a similar variation with concentration, which supports our simple model in terms of fluctuations of the slip velocity (8).

**Increase of the Rotational Diffusion at High Angular Velocities.** Contact line pinning and jumps between nearby metastable states are well known phenomena for fluid interfaces at a solid surface. For passive bare spherical colloids, we have recently shown that contact line fluctuations lead to additional dissipations in the translational motion.33 Within the model proposed by Boniello et al., a slowing down of \( D_{\perp} \) is not expected for perfectly spherical bare particles.33

What we do expect, however, is that contact line jumps result in time dependent fluctuations of the slip velocity, which in turn increases the effective rotational diffusion \( D_{\parallel} \). Indeed, nanometric jumps33 of the contact line may locally modify the slip velocity at the particle surface and thus induce temporal fluctuations of the velocities, \( V = V_0 + \delta V \) and \( \omega = \omega_0 + \delta \omega \). Given that the characteristic fluctuation time \( \tau \) of the contact line jumps is shorter than the experimental time scale,33 the angular mean square displacement becomes
\[
\langle \delta \omega^2(t)^2 \rangle = \alpha_1^2 \Delta V^2 + 2(D_{\perp} + \delta \omega^2 \tau) \Delta t
\] (11)
Hence, an additional contribution should be accounted in the linear term of the MSAD (see eq 1). Note that an increase of the effective rotational diffusion due to velocity fluctuations in eccentric microswimmers in the bulk has been recently discussed by Debnath et al.29 In eq 11, the additional contribution to the linear term of the MSAD contains \( \delta \omega^2 \), which in a good approximation increases with the square of \( \omega \). This increase could explain the trend of the data of Figure 7.

The trajectories of Figure 2A show rotational motion that persists over a large number of periods. This implies that the temporal velocity fluctuations \( \delta V \) and \( \delta \omega \) of a given particle are significantly smaller than the structural differences \( \Delta V \) and \( \Delta \omega \) from one particle to another.

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS**

In this article, we have shown that the active motion of Janus platinum–silica colloids fabricated starting from spherical particles can deviate significantly from the rectilinear motion randomized by the Brownian rotational motion. Some circular like trajectories can always be observed in bulk or at the interface because of a break in the particle symmetry due to the variability of shapes of the Platinum coating. At the air–water interface, the severe slowing down of the rotational diffusion \( D_{\perp} \) perpendicular to the interfacial normal (see Figure 4) prevents the particle from spinning about the motion direction, and the trajectories reported here at the interface always keep the same rotation direction and appear much more regular. A slowing down of the rotational diffusion \( D_{\parallel} \) parallel to the interfacial normal was also observed at low velocities. These results have been discussed and modeled accounting for static inhomogeneities of the particle surface and velocity fluctuations due to jumps of the contact line between metastable pinning states. In order to shed some light into the severe slowing down of the rotational diffusion, we are currently investigating the impact of contact line pinning and partial wetting dynamics for passive Janus colloids at liquid interfaces.
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